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Synopsis
This unique and diverse selection of traditional folktales from the countries of the Arabian Peninsula appeals to a broad audience, ranging from storytellers and educators to folklorists and scholars. Offers a collective of interesting folktales that introduces the cultures of seven countries of the Arabian Peninsula. Presents unusual tales never before seen in English children’s collections. Includes tale notes that document the relationship of these tales to world folklore. Features color images that serve to bring the richness of folktales from the Arabian Peninsula to life.
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Customer Reviews
I was given this book as a gift. The introduction is an overview of each of the nations that make up the peninsula and also a brief history of the area, and it is fascinating. It was refreshing to learn about this area sans politics, so to speak. The stories are pretty much what one would expect of folktales - simple little tales with a moral. My grandchildren enjoyed the stories and delighted in finding the similarities in some of the stories to the fairy tales that are familiar to them.

Quite interesting.
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